This work deals with time-dependent creasing characteristics of coated paperboard. The knowledge of dynamic bending moment (resistance) acting on a hinge which is folded onto a creased line, is important in order to adjust a few of boxing condition. The correlation between the dynamic bending resistance and several primary problems such as the time-dependent residual strains on actual processing phenomenon was not sufficiently discussed in the past. It is difficult to estimate various time-dependent responses from a quasi-static initial stiffness of a creased part, such as the maximum peak bending moment and the gradient of bending moment. Therefore, a prototype Crease Stress Tester (CST) has been applied to seek the dynamic bending moment and its residual deformation. In order to reveal the relaxation characteristics of bending angle during the folding and returning back motion from a tracking angle of 90°, a white-coated paperboard of 0.3 mm thickness was scored with a creaser knife and a grooved face counter plate under a specified feed velocity, and then the bending and release test was carried out up to the second round folding under a couple of indentation depth of crease forming (nominal shear strain). Through this work, the followings were found: (1) The release response of folded angle during returning back was characterized and approximated by a logarithmic function of elapsed time; (2) The release of folded angle depends on the bending rotation velocity.
Introduction
Coated paperboard is a fundamental packaging raw material for various printed-decorated packaging and transport packaging industries due to its advantages such as high strength-to-weight ratio, high surface smoothness, printability, sustainability, recyclability. To convert paperboard into a packaging container, the printed raw paperboard is subjected to indentation of cutting and creasing knives mounted in a form cutting press machine (flatbed or rotary die cutter). The aim of the form cutting process is to convert the printed paperboard into a blank form before forming a glued box. Finally, the blank is folded and glued to obtain a packaging product. Carlsson et al. (1983) explained about the bending behavior of creased part as composed of two parallel beams. Nagasawa et al. (2001 Nagasawa et al. ( , 2003 Nagasawa et al. ( , 2008 reported about the folding stiffness with respect to the indentation depth of creasing knife and also discussed about the crease deviation effect on the folding deformation characteristics. Beex et al. (2009) , Nygards et al. (2009) and Sudo et al. (2005) reported a full model based on the through-thickness discretization of creased paperboard. Giampieri et al. (2011) proposed an interface FEM model for simulating the folding behavior of creased paperboard. However, since the paperboard is a sort of composite material made of laminated thin papers and numerous fibers, its crease-based forming or shaping behaviors, especially the dynamic relaxation of folding resistance, are fairly complicated.
Quasi-static folding stiffness with respect to the indentation depth of the creaser was reported and also the crease deviation effect on the folding deformation of creased paperboard was discussed (Nagasawa et al., 2001 (Nagasawa et al., , 2003 (Nagasawa et al., , 2008 . However, it was not discussed the relationship between various time-dependent responses and quasi-static initial stiffness of creased part, such as the maximum peak bending moment and the gradient of bending moment with a folding angle.
Recently, a new Crease Stress Tester (CST) was developed to seek the bending moment and also to record the side view image of a creased part during a repeated folding motion . This testing device is able to control the bending rotation speed of the creased part of a worksheet and its sleeping (stopping) time at a specified angle position (Katayama Steel Rule Die, 2013) . The sleeping time is used for observing the relaxation response of bending moment.
The knowledge of the dynamic bending moment resistance acting on a hinge which is folded onto a creased line, is important in order to adjust the mechanical conditions of boxing stage performed by an automatic folder gluer machine. The correlation between the bending moment resistance and various time-dependent problems on actual processing phenomenon has not been sufficiently discussed in the past, although there are several reports of fiber creep and in-plane tensile relaxation of thin paper (Salmen et al., 2002; Sharon K.W. et al., 2010) . These in-plane stress relaxation seems to be based on the KWW (Kohlrausch-Williums-Watts) law as a stretched exponential function. A power rule approximation of strain rate effect and logarithmic approximation of time-dependent relaxation of tensile test were examined for investigating some kinds of white-coated paperboard (Shiga, et al., 2010 . Also, since the transient deformation of the creased part subjected to a specified folded angle was not analyzed by any image capture during the dynamic release against the constraint free condition of bending, the residual strain state could not be directly verified, while the folding repetition was examined to investigate the relaxation characteristics of bending moment resistance under a specified rotation velocity (Nagasawa et al., 2014) .
By arranging the time-dependent releasing characteristics of creased part with respect to the mechanical conditions such as the bending rotation velocity determined by the feed velocity of worksheet and the pre-stage indentation depth of crease forming, a dynamic residual strain state or a sort of time-dependent spring-back effect of folded line is suitably predicted for designing its manufacturing process. If this dynamic spring-back effect is unpredictable, for examples, it is difficult to effectively determine the pre-holding pattern, the compression time of adhesive application (Kirwan, 2005) and also difficult to estimate the critical bonding strength of overlapped-glued part against the opening force by the spring-back effect. This knowledge is important in a gluing and folding operation. Therefore, this work deals with the time-dependent creasing characteristics of coated paperboard. The release deformation of creased line was investigated by using the video monitoring camera of CST. In order to reveal the creep characteristics of release angle deformation with respect to the (elapsed) release time, a white-coated paperboard was scored with a round-edge creaser, and then the folding-releasing test was carried out varying the bending rotation velocity and the indentation depth of crease forming (nominal shear strain).
Experimental condition and method

Pre-processing of specimen
White-coated paperboard is composed of a pulp fiber structure matrix and clay structured coated layer. The fiber layer consisted of multiple plies, while the coated layer was a mixture of ground calcium carbonate, kaolin and binder (Reinhard et al., 2013) . Figure 1 illustrates view points of a paperboard. Figure 2 shows the SEM micrographs of out-ofplane of white-coated paperboard (basis weight =228~237 gm 2 ), which had a thickness of 0.3 (0.297~0.303) mm, and Fig.3 shows the sectional view of the white-coated paperboard. Table 1 shows the analysis result of fiber size and pulp combination ratio. Fig.1 Schematic illustration of coated paperboard. The paperboard is composed of multiple plies and the coated top layer and the uncoated back layer are generally different (strong or tough) from the middle layer. When scoring the out-of-plane (top or back side) by the use of round-edge punching tool, the bonded interfaces of pulp layers apt to be de-laminated. This de-lamination is used for folding the paperboard without any breaking of outside layers. Paperboard is folded in the construction of pack shapes. When the crease is folded, the topside layers of fiber on the coated side are extended and require an adequate tensile strength and stretch, while the backside layers are compressed and bulged. In order to make a smooth folding, the paperboard is usually scored by using a creaser at the pre-stage and make a localized delamination (Kirwan, 2005) . It behaves like a hinge. Hence, the topside (coated) layer requires good strength properties, while it is important that the backside layer itself does not rupture and becomes distorted in a smart bulge. At that time, the bending strain of creased part is dynamically accumulated and also released with the elapsed time. This is a reason why the time-dependent release behavior rule of creased part is necessary.
The mechanical properties of white-coated layer of paperboard are normally evaluated by several standard testing methods, such as the in-plane tensile testing for the principal axis directions with reference to the fiber grain direction (Machine Direction of paper making, MD), and the in-plane compressive test called as the ring-crush test. They are based on the average properties through the thickness direction. The difference of mechanical properties between the outside layer and intermediate layer can be estimated by a special bending test using two kinds of sticking paperboard with the topside layer or backside layer. In a case of =350 g•m  white-coated paperboard, the coated layer thickness was about 20m and its surface stiffness was estimated as 2.2 times larger than that of intermediate fiber layer (Suzuki et al., 2005) .
Regarding the dynamic behavior of in-plane tensile test of white-coated paperboard, the following Eq.
(1) was examined as approximated expression (Shiga et al., 2010) . Here,  was the nominal tensile stress. The factors 1, 0 were relaxation coefficients with respect to the elapsed time tep in Eq.
(1) when the initial tensile strain of 1.18% (for the measured length of 180mm) was empirically applied to the specimen.
= 1 ln(tep) + 0
( 1) In this work, the in-plane tensile test properties in MD, based on JIS-P8113 (gauge/clamped length: 180 mm, width: 15 mm, feed velocity: 0.33mms  ), were shown in Table 2 . The in-plane tensile relaxation was also investigated by using Eq.(1), in order to discuss the relation of in-plane tensile relaxation and out-of-plane bending relaxation. In case of MD of the paperboard, since 0 =22~38 MPa, 1 = 0.3~1.6 MPa were derived when the initial tensile strains of 0.6% and 1.18% were chosen for the measured length of 180mm, the ratio of 1⋅0  which was the exponent number of relaxation, was estimated as 0.02~0.04 for tep<10s. This value of 1⋅0  seemed to include rather large dispersion. The specimens were kept in a room which had a temperature of 296 K and a humidity of 50 %RH. The test pieces were prepared as 5 pieces of rectangle-shaped white-coated paperboard, which had a width of 15 mm, length of 60 mm, for each condition. Table 1 Size of fiber and pulp combination ratio of white-coated paperboard 230 (measured by Kajaani-FS300) L-BKP: Broad-leaved lumber (hard wood), bleaching kraft pulp; N-BKP: Needle-leaved lumber (soft wood), bleaching kraft pulp; N-TMP: Needle-leaved, thermal mechanical pulp; L(n): based on number of fibers in each fibrillation index class; L(l): based on length weighted number of fibers in each fibrillation index class; L(w): based on weight-weighted number of fibers in each fibrillation index class; CWT: Wall thickness of cell; Width: average width of fiber.
Unit Pulp combination ratio /% Projected length of fiber /mm Figure 4 shows the scoring state (crease forming) of a paperboard specimen using a round-edge knife (a creaser with a radius of r= 0.355 mm, thickness of b=0.71 mm). When the creaser is indented to the paperboard, the expression: tan  = (2dB  ) = is the average shearing strain. This quantity  is defined here as the nominal shear strain (Nagasawa et al., 2001) . Also, using the paperboard thickness t and the thickness of creaser b, the groove width B was empirically chosen as 2t+b = 1.3 mm, except for additional discussion with the variation of nominal shear strain. The height of groove H was 1.5mm and the indentation of creaser d was chosen as d < H, in this work. The creaser direction angle  was chosen as 90° with respect to the MD of paperboard specimen. The nominal shear strains  were chosen as 0.2~1.0, while the middle condition of =0.6 was mainly illustrated in this paper. The feed velocity of creaser was chosen as V=0.0167 mms 1 for scoring. The specimens were scored using rubber blocks as shown in Fig.5 . When applying the creaser knife to the paperboard specimens, all the specimens were formed without any warpage. The scoring condition (using a rubber height of 7 mm by the hardness of 40(A) and a creaser height of 5.6 mm) was empirically chosen from a commercial based production. The indentation depth of creaser is normally designed as = 2d⋅B
Since the rubber hardness of 40(A) is relatively soft for fastening a paperboard, the surface state of paperboard is almost not affected by this rubber pushing, while the effect of rubber fixing on quasi-static folding stiffness of creased part certainly exists. Therefore, when making a crease forming of paperboard, both the indentation depth of creaser and rubber condition should be confirmed. Figure 6 shows the loading process and rotating method used in the folding test. The scored paperboard is set up in the CST and bent up to the rotation angle of = 90°. Here, since the rotational center of fixture is located at the bulged (scored) zone, the left side of paperboard contacts the load cell with the right angle during the loading process up to the specified angle = 90°. The loading process is completed at  = 90° and generally paused for a specified duration defined as the elapsed time t1ep. Since this pause is used for observing the relaxation of bending moment, the set-up maximum angle of  is named as the tracking angle . Therefore, the maximum angle is the same as the tracking angle in this work.
After completing the loading process, the folded paperboard is sequentially released under returning back to the initial position of =0 (unloading process). 
Measurement of released angle and its dependency on rotation velocity.
In a bending test, the folding repetition is generally multiple times (Nagasawa et al., 2015) . Figure 7 (a) is an example of the first round's folding load response described as the relationship between the folding rotation angle  and bending line moment (resistance for the unit width) M. In this work, only the first round was considered (the number of folding repetition: n=1). As the quasi-static folding stiffness, the first round's first term gradient of bending moment C1,1, the first term maximum peak bending moment Mp1 and the bending moment at the first round's tracking angle M(=90°),1 (0) were already discussed for the nominal shear strain  (Nagasawa et al., , 2014 (Nagasawa et al., , 2015 . In the preliminary experiment (Nagasawa et al., 2014 (Nagasawa et al., , 2015 , it is empirically known that the stopping time t1ep (at the tracking angle ) affects the first round's initial released angle 2,1(0) and the first round's elapsed-released angle 2,1(t2ep) dynamically varies with the elapsed time t2ep. Here, the first round's initial released angle 2,1(t2ep=0) is determined at the time when the load cell is just detached from the loading point of paperboard specimen. The elapsed time for returning back t2ep was defined as the duration starting from the initial released position until reaching the released-elapsed time of t2ep. Figure 7 (b) defines the released angle 2,1(t2ep) for t2ep >0. Since all the specimens were formed without any warpage when scoring by the use of apparatus of Fig.5 , the starting angle 1,1 was zero in this work. Figure 8 illustrates three states of unloading process: (a) the state of tracking angle of  = 90°, (b) the initial released state when defining t2ep=0, and (c) the released state after detaching the load cell. Generally,2,1 is not equal to the rotation angle of fixture  for t2ep>0, while 2,1 is equal to  at t2ep=0 or before detaching the load cell.
Since this transient response seems to be caused by the relaxation and creep-recovery characteristics of paperboard during the folding process, the effect of rotation velocity  on the elapsed-released angle 2,1(t2ep) has been investigated for the specified nominal shear strain .
According to the preliminary experiment (Nagasawa et al., 2014) , during the stopping time (up to 10s) at the tracking angle of = 30~120°, the relationship between the bending moment M and the tracking elapsed time t1ep was measured, and then linearly approximated with the logarithmic term ln(t1ep) using Eq.(2). Here, two relaxation coefficients a, b were introduced as dynamic response parameters, and b was defined as M(1) (at t1ep=1s) when the number of folding repetitions was n=1. Generally speaking, the KWW law, which has been used for an uni-axial tensile testing (Sharon et al., 2010) and assumed to have an analogical form of Eq.(3), ought to be considered for investigating the time-dependent properties of paperboard. Here, the parameters 0, 1, pe,  are arbitrary coefficients which must be investigated through appropriate experiments. However, when seeing a short stopping time (t1ep<10s) in one round folding, it was derived that an exponential coefficient p = a•b  ≈  0.054 was almost constant for 0.2< <1.0, 30° < <120° and = 0.2 rps (1.26 rad⋅s 1 ). Namely, the relaxation rule of creased part folding of white-coated paperboard appears to be described as a linear function of logarithmic term ln(t1ep) for a certain range of mechanical condition. Comparing the exponential number of in-plane tensile relaxation 1⋅0  (defined in Eq. (1)) and that of creased part folding p = a•b  , the latter was similar to the former. Since the folding creased part consists of outside tensile and inside compressive/bulged state, the outside tensile layer is characterized by the size of 1⋅0  . Therefore, the magnitude relation of O(p) ≈1⋅0  ) seems to be reasonable. Here, O(x) denotes a size of the real number x.
Considering a relationship between the relaxation response under a forced displacement and the creep/released response under a specified loading, the elapsed-released angle 2,1(t2ep) seems to be characterized as a logarithmic term ln(t2ep). In this work, the sampling time of M and that of  were chosen as 2 ms. The rotation velocity of the fixture was set to = 0. 02, 0.05, 0.1, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6 rps (0.13, 0.31, 0.63, 1.26, 2.51, 3 .77 rad⋅s 1 ). The stopping time before returning back (tracking time) was set to t1ep= 0s at a tracking position of  =90°. Using a CCD camera for catching the released angle of folded specimen, the angle 2,1 were recorded with the interval of 0.2s for 0 < t2ep≤ 2s, while they were recorded with the interval of 1s for 2< t2ep<10s. Figure 9 shows an example of captured image of creased part during the folding test. At the early loading stage for < 40°, de-lamination of intermediate plies occurred and a small bulge was generated on the back side (lower side of paperboard in Fig. 9 (a) ). At the tracking position of =89.9°, the back side bulge was extremely distorted (Fig.9 (b) ). Here, the stopping (sleeping) time was set as t1ep= 0s. When the fixture of specimen moved toward unloading state, the loading point of load cell detached from the specimen at =46° (Fig.9 (c) ). In the released duration (t2ep>0), the bulged back side tends to be stretched by the compressive strain state while the top side tends to shrink due to its tensile residual state ( Fig.9 (d) ). Also, the de-laminated intermediate plies appears to be drawn by scuffing fibers. Namely, the bonding resistance of fiber based lamination seems to affect the released response of creased part. All the capture images of creased part were recorded with the elapsed time t2ep and used for analyzing the time-dependent released response of  2,1 (t 2ep ).
Results and discussion
Dependency of initial released angle on rotation velocity of fixture
According to the previous investigation , the first round's initial released angle 2,1(0) was characterized by the tracking angle  and the nominal shear strain  as shown in Fig.10 , when the rotation velocity of fixture was kept in = 0.2 rps (1.26 rad⋅s 1 ). Eq. (4) shows the linear approximation of 2,1(0) by .
Here for 10° << 60° and 0<<1, the coefficients a1, a0 were shown in Fig.11 and estimated by the quadratic polynomial least squares method as follows:
Seeing Fig. 10 , it is found that 2,1(0) is about a half of  for >30° and the difference of angles 2,1(0) which is a sort of spring-back angle increases with . Also, it is found that the gradient coefficient of a1 is almost stable in 0.6~0.7 with = 0~1 from Fig.11 . Putting = 0.6, = 90° (although out of the range of Eq.(4)), estimated values in the current case resulted a 1 =0.586, a 0 = 4.367 and  2,1 (0)= 48.4°. Figure 12 shows the relationship between the initial released angle 2,1(0) and the rotation velocity  of fixture in this work. Its linear approximation was shown as Eq. (5). The negative coefficient (8.01) of  rps means that the folding spring-back increases with the rotation velocity. Since 2,1(0) was about 46° for =0.2 rps (1.26 rad⋅s 1 ) in Fig. 12 , the extrapolation value 48.4° of Eq.(4) was a little larger than the current measurement.

2,1(0) = 47.72 8.01 
Synthetically, it is revealed that 2,1(0) is increased with  and decreased with , when keeping =0.6. 3.2 Creep-recovery characteristics of folded angle after released Figure 13 shows the relationship between the first round's released angle 2,1 and the elapsed time t2ep. It is found that the variation of 2,1 is decreased as a logarithmic form of t2ep for = 0.02, 0.05, 0.1, 0.2, 0.4 and 0.6 rps (0.13, 0.31, 0.63, 1.26, 2.51and 3.77 rad⋅s 1 ). Therefore, the released angle 2,1 was approximated with the logarithmic term ln(t2ep) as shown in Eq. (6). Two released coefficients b1, b0 are introduced and investigated with respect to  by using the least-squared method. Eq. (6) was normalized as Eq. (7) with respect to the normalized angle 2,1•b0  = ̅ 2,1 . Here, the intercept b0 is defined as 2,1(1) (at t2ep=1s) and the ratio p2= b1•b0  is the exponent number of elapsed time, which characterizes the retardation of recovery.
The coefficient b1 was calculated for two kinds of time range: t2ep= 0.2~1.0s and 0.2~10.0s. Figure 14 shows the released angle gradient b1 and its intercept angle b0=2,1(1) at t2ep=1s with respect to the rotary velocity , while Fig.15 shows the relationship between the exponent number p2 = b1•b0
 and the rotary velocity . Since the intercept b0 tended to decrease with the power rule of rps, the power approximation of Eq. (8) 
The released angle gradient b1 remarkably increased with the rotation velocity for  < 0.1~0.2 rps (0.63~1.26 rad⋅s 1 ), while b1 tended to slightly decrease for 0.2 rps (1.26 rad⋅s 1 ) <  < 0.6 rps (3.77 rad⋅s 1 ). The variation tendency of p2 was similar to that of b1 owing that the variation of denominator b0 was smaller than 13% at = 0.2 rps (1.26 rad⋅s 1 ). When choosing the rotary velocity as  > 0.2 rps (1.26 rad⋅s 1 ), it is revealed that the recovered angle (by released) tends to be insensitive (stable) with the rotation velocity.
Dependency of nominal shear strain on released angle characteristics
The first round's initial released angle 2,1(0) expressed by Eq. (4) showed that the effect of nominal shear strain  on 2,1(0) was trivial for <60°, while the tracking angle  remarkably affected 2,1(0) . Also, the bending moment relaxation expressed with Eq.(2) was mainly determined by the exponential number p= a•b  which was almost invariant to  and  when = 0.2 rps (1.26 rad⋅s 1 ), as described in 2.2. Therefore, the dynamic released response of 2,1(t2ep) seems to be not extremely affected by  when = 90°. In order to verify the dependability of on 2,1(t2ep) when  = 90°, the released angle coefficients b1, b0 were investigated for = 0.2~1.0 when B = 1.2mm, = 0.2 rps (1.26 rad⋅s 1 ) in this work. Figure 16 shows the released angle gradient b1 and the released angle of intercept b0 at t2ep=1s, while Eq. (9) is the linear approximation of b1 with respect to .
Seeing Fig.14 and Fig.16 , when =0.6 and =0.2 rps (1.26 rad⋅s 1 ), the values of b1, b0 almost matched for the two cases of B=1.2, 1.3mm. It is revealed that the released angle gradient b1 is decreased with , while the released angle of intercept b0 is almost invariant for > 0.2. Therefore, the ratio p2 = b1•b0
 is decreased with  for 1> > 0.2. The tendency of b0 being invariant for >0.2 matches the initial discussion of 2,1(0) for <60°, while the time-dependent release behavior as the value of b1 is slightly affected by .
Conclusions
One-loop bending characteristics of creased white-coated paperboard of 0.3mm thickness were investigated by varying nominal shear strain  and rotary velocity of fixture  for folding the creased part, using a prototype crease strength tester which controlled the tracking angle  at 90° and its stopping (elapsed) time t1ep of 0s before returning back at the tracking angle. Through this work, the followings were found: (1) The creep-recovery (release) response of folded angle during returning back was characterized and approximated by a logarithmic function of elapsed time. Here, the released angle gradient b1, the released angle of intercept b0 and the exponent number coefficient p2 (= b1•b0  ) were introduced for characterizing the unfolding motion of creased paperboard. The value of p2 was evaluated as about 0.05 for > 0.1 rps (0.63 rad⋅s 1 ).
(2) The release angle depends on the bending rotation velocity of fixture . The variation tendency of b 1 and that of p 2 are different for  < 0.1 rps (0.63 rad⋅s 1 ) and > 0.2 rps (1.26 rad⋅s 1 ).
(3) The value of exponent number p2 tended to decrease with respect to the nominal shear strain  .  : rotation velocity of fixture for folding (rps) (= 2 rad•s 1 ) n : number of folding repetitions (n=1 was considered in this work) M (, n) : the n-th round bending moment at tracking position 1,n, 2,n: the n-th round starting, release (angle) position t1ep: (denoted as tep in the reports by Nagasawa et al. 2014 Nagasawa et al. , 2015 the n-th stopping time (tracking time) before returning back at the tracking position t2ep: the n-th round released time until the next folding, duration starting from a released position 2,n until reaching a restart position 1,n+1 (the elapsed time was measured until 10s in this work) 
